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ABSTRACT

 With the advent of cloud computing, more and more people tend to

outsource their data to the cloud.

 As a fundamental data utilization, secure keyword search over

encrypted cloud data has attracted the interest of many researchers

recently.

 However, most of existing researches are based on an ideal

assumption that the cloud server is “curious but honest”, where the

search results are not verified.

 In this paper, we consider a more challenging model, where the

cloud server would probably behave dishonestly.



CONTINUE
 Based on this model, we explore the problem of result verification for

the secure ranked keyword search.

 Different from previous data verification schemes, we propose a novel

deterrent-based scheme.

 With our carefully devised verification data, the cloud server cannot

know which data owners, or how many data owners exchange anchor

data which will be used for verifying the cloud server’s misbehavior.

 With our systematically designed verification construction, the cloud

server cannot know which data owners’ data are embedded in the

verification data buffer, or how many data owners’ verification data are

actually used for verification.



CONTINUE
 All the cloud server knows is that, once he behaves dishonestly, he

would be discovered with a high probability, and punished seriously

once discovered.

 Furthermore, we propose to optimize the value of parameters used in

the construction of the secret verification data buffer.



EXISTING SYSTEM
 Cloud computing brings a lot of benefits, for privacy concerns,

individuals and enterprise users are reluctant to outsource their

sensitive data, including private photos, personal health records, and

commercial confidential documents, to the cloud.

 Because once sensitive data are outsourced to a remote cloud, the

corresponding data owner directly loses control of these data.

 With the advent of cloud computing, more and more people tend to

outsource their data to the cloud.

 As a fundamental data utilization, secure keyword search over

encrypted cloud data has attracted the interest of many researchers

recently.



CONTINUE

 However, most of existing researches are based on an ideal

assumption that the cloud server is “curious but honest”, where the

search results are not verified.



PROPOSED SYSTEM

 In this paper, we consider a more challenging model, where the

cloud server would probably behave dishonestly.

 Based on this model, we explore the problem of result verification

for the secure ranked keyword search. Different from previous data

verification schemes, we propose a novel deterrent-based scheme.

 With our carefully devised verification data, the cloud server cannot

know which data owners, or how many data owners exchange

anchor data which will be used for verifying the cloud server’s

misbehavior.



CONTINUE

 With our systematically designed verification construction, the cloud

server cannot know which data owners’ data are embedded in then

verification data buffer, or how many data owners’ verification data

are actually used for verification.

 All the cloud server knows is that, once he behaves dishonestly, he

would be discovered with a high probability, and punished seriously

once discovered.

 Furthermore, we propose to optimize the value of parameters used in

the construction of the secret verification data buffer.



HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

 Processor  - Pentium –III 

 Speed      - 1.1 Ghz

 RAM      - 256  MB(min) 

 Hard Disk - 20 GB 

 Floppy Drive    - 1.44 MB 

 Key Board - Standard Windows Keyboard 

 Mouse - Two or Three Button Mouse 

 Monitor - SVGA 



SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

 Operating System : Windows 8

 Front End : Java /DOTNET

 Database : Mysql/HEIDISQL



CONCLUSION
 In this paper, we explore the problem of verification for the secure

ranked keyword search, under the model where cloud servers would

probably behave dishonestly.

 Different from previous data verification schemes, we propose a

novel deterrent-based scheme.

 During the whole process of verification, the cloud server is not

clear of which data owners, or how many data owners.

 Exchange anchor data used for verification, he also does not know

which data owners’ data are embedded in the verification data buffer

or how many data owners’ verification data are actually used for

verification.



CONTINUE

 All the cloud server knows is that, once he behaves dishonestly, he

would be discovered with a high probability, and punished seriously

once discovered. Additionally,

 when any suspicious action is detected, data owners can dynamically

update the verification data stored on the cloud server.
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